Driving Direct Revenue:
Own Website, Content
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Quick book is on the left-hand-side. Heat maps on
various hotel sites have proven that the quick book
works best when located on RHS
Hotel Logo is not obvious as in direct line with quick
book and two smaller logos for the other Mayflower
Collection hotels
TopNav is taken up by Country flags therefore pushing
the Home and Gallery menu to the top left corner and
out of direct view. Gallery in particular is very important
to have in top nav. New Linden menu option brings you
back to Home and is repetitive so is in essence is just
taking up a menu space
Testimonials on home page are not always visible as text
is in white which isn’t legible on some of the slider
images
Orange font on pages is difficult to read, in particular
description of Suites and on Hotel Facilities (some slider
images are darker making it illegible)
Services and Attraction menu items are not linking to
anything, you have to click on an item from the submenu

GNG Covid-19 Sentiment Survey 2020
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59 GN hotels surveyed
38 located in the UK
21 located in Ireland
Survey mailed via MailChimp on 23/4/20 & 3/5/20
32 completed surveys
54% response rate

50% Occupancy
- June 2020 5%
- August 2020 37%
- Sept 2020 11%
- Dec 2020 11%
- Easter 2021 26%
- July 2021 5%
- Don’t Know 5%

75% Occupancy
- Sept 2020 18%
- March 2021 23%
- May 2021 26%
- Dec 2021 23%
- May 2022 5%
- Don’t know 5%
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Measuring the level of customer confidence and the level of consistent business over the next 12 months
Social distancing implementation on re-opening
How to operate profitably whilst social distancing in order to keep staff and patrons safe
Restrictions on groups which will affect weddings, funerals & residential groups
I foresee supply chain problems as they all need to be restarted, Staff motivation after a 2 month break on near full pay for 95% of
staff is going to be tricky. Overcoming government mandated agoraphobia
Gradual restart will need furlough support and 1 months notice prior to opening
Reassuring guests that is safe to travel maybe
Average age of clientele
Customer confidence and then the risk of a second wave and closedown
Biggest challenge to re-open will be finding new, safer ways of doing what needs to be done without driving up costs eg breakfast
buffet, social distancing in bar / restaurant, keeping staff and guests safe
Being able to repay all suppliers to ensure normal deliveries/services
Staff - permanently laid off? 80%? Building business & rate competition Bar/Restaurant
Government rules re social distancing will be our biggest challenge as well as customer confidence as well as the expected phased
approach to services offered
I mentioned the tapering off of the wage subsidy, confidence in the market place and the possible return as forecasted in the
Autumn of Covid-19. Pubs and restaurants not allowed to open as pre Covid 19! Pub/Bars a particular worry
Consumer confidence in the market place, the tapering off of the wage subsidy and the possible return of Covid-19 in the Autumn
Adequate social distancing
Social distance, lack of disposal income, staff illness, wage costs
Finance
Cash flow & consumer confidence to travel safely
Running Costs with reduced Volume
We need to understand the timetable that the government has in place to keep the hotel closed. We also need to understand so we
can start planning what restrictions will be in place when we do re-open
Cash flow
Uncertainty, cash flow, the operational challenge
Health and Safety of, customers staff, insurance cover and personal health and safety/ second wave, having to close again, cost of
doing so and supplier credit. a lot more CoD I would imagine

The revenue's unclear wage subsidy scheme. We receive more back from revenue than we pay
out to staff which will all have to be returned after the pandemic is over. They should repay us
only what we apply for staff. Also the unclear nature of whether staff need to be off payroll or
not to receive welfare. Some staff are receiving welfare whilst they are still on the payroll but
not receiving a wage. Others aren't on the payroll and still can't receive welfare as we are told
they are still on payroll. It's very confusing and unclear.
Our biggest challenge to re-open is the uncertainty of whether or not people will travel, the fear
of if there is another outbreak to have to close all over again, how are our creditors going to
react when we require more credit on already outstanding accounts, to rebuild stocks in order
to trade. Whether or not rates for this year will be demanded even if we try to open and we
don't have the turnover to support rate payment. VAT repayments. Basically all the fixed costs
and overheads that we will have to pay regardless if people come in or not. We will have to
choose our timing appropriately. Even if hotels are allowed to re-open we may not re-open as
there will be no demand.

